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Minutes 
 

 Of the Meeting held on Tuesday 10th January 2012 at 7.30 pm – at St. Ives Town Hall. 
 

Present:  
  Colin Saunderson (CS) : Chair, St. Ives TC & Fenstanton PC 

Julie Seamark  (JS) : Earith PC 
Mike Newman  (MN) : HDC & Pidley PC 
Margaret Lumb         (ML) : Bluntisham PC 
Brian Burpitt  (BB) : Earith Speedwatch 
Jeff Nicholls  (JN) : Earith PC 
Gill Prangnell  (GP) : Colne PC 
Graham Bull  (GB) : Huntingdonshire DC 
Lesley Craig  (LC) : Houghton & Wyton PC 
Kathleen Simpson (KS) : Oldhurst PC 
Margaret Harlock (MH) : Warboys PC 
Owen McLaughlin (OM) : Secretary 

   
1 Welcomes & Apologies  
 
The meeting welcomed a new member, Kathleen Simpson representing OldHurst PC. 
 
Apologies had been received from the following; Ray Fountain, Kate Williams, Dave McCandless, Margaret Shardlow. 
 
2 Minutes - To approve Minutes of  15’th November 2011 
 
The minutes of the meeting held on November 15th were approved without further amendment. 
 
3 Matters arising from the Minutes 
 
Hartford Roundabout:  
It was reported this this issue is resolved as all the White Lines have now all been replaced. 
 

4 Correspondence 
 
OM reported that letters had been written to both Earith and Holywell-cum-Needingworth PCs thanking them for their 
kind donations to the RSC. 
 
OM reported that no correspondence had been received since the last RSC meeting. 
 



5 Neighbourhood Forums 
 
St. Ives Forum   
.There was some confusion over the agenda for the St. Ives Forum on January 12th which meant that the RSC item was not 
correctly presented and the relevant people have not been not invited. However, CS will attend the meeting. 
 
Ramsey Forum  
The next Ramsey Forum meeting is scheduled for January 30th. 
 

6 Review of Active Items 
 
Item 4 B1040 Wheatsheaf Junction – Map#5 (aka Mushroom Farm) 
Issue County used to have this high on their priority list, but it seems to have slipped off there since 

the speed-cameras went in and some improvement was noticed. From a Road Safety point of 
view it is not closed and not all accidents are being recorded.   

Update Speed camera has been knocked out 
Comment OM had been informed by Andre Chabot that the speed camera would be reinstated on January 

23rd.  GB said that this camera had reduced speeds and accidents at this spot. 
GP added that there were still a lot of accidents but without serious injury and many were not 
reported. This item should stay on the list. 
In answer to a question as to which parish it was in MN advised that it was exactly on the 
Bluntisham/Woodhurst border. 

Item 5 Earith Junction and Crossing Danger – Map #6 
Issue Two ongoing problems in Earith high street with George Corner & pedestrian crossings where 

there are speed and visibility issues.  
Update Impact on George Corner if Latta’s Farm application approved. This could mean an extra 100 

HGV movements per day at George Corner.
Comment MN said that George Corner had long been a problem and had been one of John Eddy’s 

constant battles.  
JS reported from Earith PC that there was no movement on this issue. But the Relief Road will 
be the first part of the Minaars development to go ahead and this should solve the problem. 
There will also be a roundabout on the A1123. Unfortunately there is no date yet for the 
development to start. The Latta’s Farm application  has been rejected again. It is going to 
planning in February. There is no more word on the building of a footpath between the bridges 
at Earith. 
ML asked if there was any information about when the B1050 would be closed for repair south 
of Earith bridge? JS said that it would not actually be closed during the repair work.  
ML replied that this was not what  had been reported at the PC. 

Item 31 Hill Rise / Houghton Road  - Maps #17 & #31 (New maps needed) 
Issue The Hill Rise development has alleviated most of the original problems but there is still concern 

about the pedestrian crossing at Elm Drive. Lots of children use this. There is a waiting area but 
there are no rails. The problems arise when too many children use it at once. 

Update CS was trying to arrange meetings with Safer Routes to Schools reps. Traffic going up the Hill 
has to wait for traffic coming out of High Leys. The children can only get half-way across.  
There is no proper crossing for Hill Rise. 

Comment There is no further news on this at the moment but it will remain as an active item. 
Item 32 Market Street / Station Road St. Ives – Map #46 
Issue The corner is very tight so that buses going round it completely block the road. Whenever a 

disabled driver parks outside Petzone it can bring traffic to a halt. This means virtually the 
whole of the one way system around the Quadrant.  

Comment The County Council now want to put bus stops in Station Road.  There are serious problems 
already with people parking outside PetZone and this proposal will make matters worse unless a 
Traffic Management Order is imposed.  The reasoning behind this proposal is that a through-
town bus service would reduce the number of pedestrians crossing Harrison Way which 
seriously impedes traffic flows at peak times.  
We might be able to use this as a lever to get something done. A sewer ventilation pipe and a 



lamp post will need to be moved but money is available.  
 
7 Review of Remaining Items  
 
Item 2: Speeding in Pidley.  
Remove the reference to ‘traffic calming’ 
 
Item 6: Low Road Speeding. 
Jones Marina have started development. The site is littered with Slow Down signs. 
 
Item 9:  St Audrey Lane Speed Limit Signs 
This item is dead and should be removed from the list 
 
Item 14: Lloyds Bank – Station Road, Blue Badge holders 
No hope of any action at the moment. We need to wait for a traffic order.  
 
Item 25: Traffic from Fenstanton crossing Harrison Way 
No chance at the moment. 
 
Item 30: B1040 Double White Lines 
ML commented that we there will have to be another serious accident at this spot before anything is done. 
 
There was some speculation as to whether the Traffic Area Joint Committee was still in existence but the meeting was 
assured that it was still functioning. 
JS asked why the bays outside Petzone couldn’t be made into a loading bay as this would stop badge holders parking 
there. CS replied that cones are put out at the moment to try and stop parking there on Market days. 
 

8 SpeedWatch Update    -    Report from David McCandless: 
 
2011 Statistics 

 
Totals since 1 Jan 2010 =    409  103,744  10,084               -3%  
 



Police Support. 
 
In 2011 we had limited but effective support from the Police who have reacted quickly to our calls for enforcement: 
 
Wheelie Bin Stickers. 
 
Despite the Town Councils total rejection of the concept of Speedwatch,  the residents of St Audrey Lane who suffer as a 
consequence,  initiated their own 'Bin Initiative' and were expecting their Conservative MP Jonathan Djanogly 
accompanied by Jason Ablewhite (Conservative HDC Executive Leader) to keep a long-standing appointment to issue Bin 
Stickers to these residents.  Unfortunately, with notification only at the eleventh hour,  and thus avoiding embarrassment 
to the Conservative HDC Leader, guess what, on the day Jonathan was redirected to an 'urgent ' meeting at 
Hinchingbrooke Hospital and no way could be found for him to attend the 3 minute Sticker presentation despite it having 
been agreed a minimum of 3 months in advance.   However, anticipating this 'torpedo' Dave McCandless' Plan B had our 
stalwart Secretary representing both our Chair and Vice Chair (unavailable) presenting the stickers sponsored by 
McSoft(UK).  Please remember this manipulation of our MP at election time. 
 
Permanent Speedwatch Signage 
 
Under the Localism Bill, semi-permanent  'This is a Speedwatch Village' signs have been erected at Wimpole.  As the 
Comittee is aware, this is a measure I requested of the CC though Richard Preston at the Speedwatch Coordinator's 
Meeting in Oct 2009 but it was thrown out as contrary to the 'propagation of signs' policy existing at the time.  Now it 
seems, if the village buys the signs, the CC will erect them free of charge.  Details of cost and process are being sought 
from Wimpole but attempts to contact their web-published  PC Clerk have failed to date.  Perhaps the RSG Comittee 
could take on the tasks of determining the details for us all. 
 
Parishes with No Volunteers.  For Parishes complaining about speeding, at present we have no Volunteers for 
Bluntisham or Needingworth and hardly any details of speeding locations and times for Bluntisham, Needingworth and 
Abbots Ripton. 
 
New Police Camera and Speedwatch Database.  The long awaited Police Camera and Speedwatch Database is soon to 
be launched where BOTH camera activation and speedwatch data will be recorded side by side and available to the CPS 
in the event of a camera activation prosecution.  Additionally, should a persistent (3x) or serious (15 MPH over the ACPO 
Limit) speeder be processed by the Speedwatch-side of the database then it will check the Insurance and MoT state of the 
vehicle and furnish that information to the visiting PC.  Now the visiting PC can also carry out a roadside check of the 
vehicle for: 
 

• Road Tax (3 points and £60 fine if out of date or not displayed) 
• Defective tyres (3 points and £60 fine per defective tyre) 
• Illegal Spacing of Registration No characters for personalised number plates that can cost £1000's) 

 
So the message in 2012 is that: 
 

 IT DOES NOT PAY TO SPEED AND DRAW ATTENTION TO YOUR VEHICLE 
 
Speedwatch would like to extend its thanks to the Camera Unit that has provided excellent support in getting the 
letters out with backlogs not exceeding 2 weeks. 
 
School Flashing Lights.  The VAS in Hillrise has been repaired by a miracle and the yellow flashing light all also now 
work.    Other Villages are encouraged to instigate daily checks of these lights as only if they are flashing is the 20 MPH 
limit in force.  Also, villages need to make sure these lights do not flash during school breaks as this not only frustrates 
drivers as well as weakening their purpose - to protect children - but as just proved in Bluntisham, it also burns them out 
quicker. 
 
Camera Van Deployment.  Whilst camera vans continue to be deployed to sites Speedwatch has identified as hotspots 
and proven by official Traffic Surveys, there has been fewer deployments of late to village sites as the CC has directed the 
Camera Unit to concentrate on the KSI sites on a 2 to 1 ratio, whether or not those KSI sites throw up fewer prosecutions 
than the village sites.  What is worrying is that the Road Safety Partnership seems to regard village qualified sites as a 
'spin off' for the use of surplus resources, rather than worthy of recognition in their own right and priority.  This claim can 
be verified by the Chairman of the Hilton HAT who has a written reply from Richard Preston saying just that - that we 



pick up the crumbs under the table.  I do not think this is the best use of resources.  I will continue to monitor the use of 
camera vans in our sites - I receive a monthly report from the camera van unit - and will advise accordingly at our next 
meeting. 
 
9        County Council HCV Initiative 
 
BB updated the RSC on the progress with the new HCV monitoring strategy. The county had redefined its test criteria in 
view of the early results which were rather odd. Earith scored lowest out of the 5 test sites for HCV impact which was 
somewhat surprising.  With the revised testing criteria this was reversed and Earith has moved up. He had also contacted 
Debbie Maithe regarding the desktop surveys because there are differences in the way the actual and desktop exercises 
were conducted such as the number of houses tested. The HCV group will recalculate the figures.  
 
BB suggested that the county council should contact surrounding counties as there currently is no co-ordination between 
them. For example green routes in Cambridgeshire may not extend into other neighbouring counties.  Environmental 
monitoring is mentioned but there is no money to support it. The completed report on the testing is going to cabinet on 
January 16th. 
JS was keen to point out that this is just a trial. We can redo the Earith survey. Earith hit top marks in some categories but 
all villages have different problems.  She had had long discussions with Debbie about this. But what are the solutions for 
Earith? The word solutions should be replaced by suggestions and compromises. 
 
GB thought that the whole thing was a bit of a PR exercise. 
JS added that the word ‘localism’ word comes up a lot. 
 
CS believed that apart from more enforcement of speeding regulations there is no easy solution. But the Community 
Infrastructure Levy will put some money into LA coffers. However, GB thought that we shouldn’t put too much faith in 
this. They had had a presentation on the levy and the parishes will not get too much money out of it. 
 
Action: BB will send the results of the testing to OM for circulation.  
 
10        Reports from Members 
 
Bluntisham: 
BL said that Hanson liveried lorriescan work for other companies. So some of the HCVs affecting Hilton may not be 
Hanson at all. HGV traffic is down by between 1-2% 
There had been a problem in Woodend where a car crashed and ended up on the roof. There are a lot of accidents at this 
spot but seemingly nothing can be done. 
 
Warboys: 
Warboys PC had asked if we can do anything about HGVs exceeding the 40mph limit.Warboys have asked for a 40 mph 
limit 
BB said that Speedwatch did have some 40mph kit and this could be used.  It might be worth talking to DM and they 
might mount a Speedwatch session.  
Action: CS said he would contact DM about this. 
 
Earith: 
JS said that Jason Tyrell is coming out to look at the dropped drains and defective manhole covers in Earith. 
 
Oldhurst: 
GB had a meeting with Jo Challis this morning to work out  the process as Oldhurst is one of the first villages to try and 
reduce speed limits under the terms of the Localism Bill and it may need a test village to take this through to a conclusion. 
This will be in the village itself. However, the key factor is whether the police will be prepared to enforce it. H will report 
back to the RSC on progress. 
 
 
St Ives: 
CS is still looking into the Harrison way crossings outside the caravan park. He will ask the Brewers pub if they will fund 
some improvements. 



 
Needingworth:  (by email) 
They had asked if we know if/when the camera on the A1123 to Bluntisham will be operational. 
There is also a local issue which is probably widespread, outside the village shop cars are parking illegally and 
dangerously on the corner of a road junction. We have reported this to the police and taken photos of the cars but the 
police will not react. Any thoughts on getting something done? 
 
JS said that it was discussed at the Earith PC and they had asked the police for wording that could be used in notices to be 
left on the offending vehicles .  
 
Action: JS to provide OM with the wording for inclusion in the minutes. (See Appendix) 
 
Houghton: 
New Speed limits did not seem to have resulted in speed reductions. The PC have put in a bid for dropped kerbs. 
 
Hemingford Grey: (by email) 
KW reported on the condition of the Vehicle Activated Signs outside the school in Hemingford Grey. The timing is out on 
the system by an hour and they seem to activate between 9 and 10am. In addition one of the columns has one of its lights 
out. (Not sure which). This has already been reported online but nothing has been rectified. 
The numbers of these lights are S7709 and S7710. 
 
11 AOB 
 
CS reported an incident at the bus station before Xmas involving a drunk. CS’s wife reported it by dialing 101 and was 
asked by the operator for the Post Code of the Bus Station.  This requirement seems ridiculous and he will bring it up at 
the Forum. 
 
 
Date of Next Meeting            March 20th ,  2012 



Example of police approved wording for notices to be left on vehicles: 
 
 Earith Parish Council Official Advisory Notice of Parking 

 
The purpose of this notice is to inform you that the following offences have been committed in 
relation to this vehicle. 
 
Its position constitutes an unnecessary and willful obstruction 
 
It has been parked in a controlled area governed by waiting restrictions 
 
It is parked in an area controlled by a DOUBLE YELLOW LINE SYSTEM 
 
It is parked within 10 METERS of a junction. 
 
On this occasion no further action will be taken but the details WILL be reported to the police and 
subsequently MAY be dealt with by COURT PROCESS or FIXED PENALTY NOTICE. 


